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Today, it has become the new tendency of modern cost management which 
combines the cost management view point with the enterprise strategy, gives rise to 
the historic moment to the strategic cost management theory that is advancing and 
consummating modern cost management system unceasingly. Strategic cost 
management is characterized by use of cost management and at the same time pay 
close attention to enterprise competitive position. The business would under way the 
cost analysis and the cost control for obtaining better operating decision to adapt to 
change from outside circumstances. As the fundamental analysis means of the 
strategic cost management, that even the strategic positioning analysis and strategic 
cost driver Analysis which is consist in strategic cost management, that spreads out 
under way of value analysis. How to apply Value Chain Analysis to practice of cost 
management effectively is an urgent problem in the competitive circumstance. At 
present, the research on theory and practice in this domain has appeared over seas, but 
in China, the systemic research is still deficient. So, the research on the Value Chain 
Analysis in strategic cost management is not only a significant research subject in 
strategic cost management, but also has positive contribution to the development of 
strategic management and key to development of cost control for our domestic 
enterprises. It puts forward the application cases study of SA Electronics (Xiamen) 
Co., Ltd. which are totally practiced by my own and it based on the integration of 
Value Chain Analysis and ABC, which is significant to enhance reliability and 
applicability, and puts the integration of Value Chain Analysis and the improved ABC 
into application. Here has got some research findings as below: Strategic cost 
management must keep pace with the times; Activity-based costing makes it work for 
small and mid-sized companies by fully use with Excel; Cost forecasting under ways 
of ABC will be Speeder,  more Accuracy and Reliability; how to refine the  first 
hand accounting data as well as improve its accuracy is very important；You must 
know how to make a distinction between the important and the lesser one with the 
cost drivers; master hand in traditional costing is also very important; we must have a 
courage to outward bounds of value chain analysis; it must take note of utility of data 
analysis all the time. 
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2003 年，日本知名按键生产厂商 SA 在厦门设立其中国境内的第三家工厂，
开始阶段主要生产手机按键和数码相机按键塑胶成型、成型后电镀，电镀后手
机按键出货给其它 SA 关联厂组合，数码相机按键则在厦门完成组合出货。随着
07 年模具加工及 09 年初规模涂装生产线、大量高端油墨印刷机台的引入，现在
从模具设计制作开始，到整个手机按键上的整个生产工艺均可全部在厦门 SA 工
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